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	GeoSpatial Semantics: 4th International Conference, GeoS 2011, Brest, France, May 12-13, 2011, 9783642206290 (3642206298), Springer, 2011

	The fourth edition of the International Conference on Geospatial Semantics
	(GeoS 2011) was held in Brest, France, during May 12–13, 2011.


	Geospatial semantics (GEOS) is an emerging research area in the domain of
	geographic information science. It aims at exploring strategies, computational
	methods, and tools to support semantic interoperability, geographic information
	retrieval, and usability. Research on geospatial semantics is intrinsically multidisciplinary
	and therefore GeoS traditionally brings together researchers whose
	expertise will address issues from diverse fields such as cognitive science, geography,
	linguistics, mathematics, philosophy, and information technology.


	The fourth edition of GeoS provided a forum for the exchange of state-ofthe-
	art research results in the areas of modelling and processing of geospatial
	semantics. Research in geospatial semantics is critical for the development of
	next-generation spatial databases and geographic information systems, as well
	as specialized geospatial Web services. Within the context of the Semantic Web,
	the need for semantic enablement of geospatial services is crucial, given the
	ever-increasing availability of mainly unstructured geospatial data. This problem
	is exacerbated by the very recent and ever-growing phenomena of crowd sourcing
	and volunteered geographic information.


	These proceedings contain full research papers which were selected from
	among 23 submissions received in response to the Call for Papers. Each submission
	was reviewed by three or four Program Committee members and 13
	papers were chosen for presentation. The papers focused on formal and semantic
	approaches, time and activity-based patterns, ontologies, as well as quality,
	conflicts, and semantic integration. Overall, a wide range of research efforts were
	presented by researchers from institutions in Italy, Mexico, France, Belgium,
	Japan, UK, USA, Switzerland, Portugal, and Germany.
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Networking, Fourth EditionQue, 2003
          Absolute Beginner's Guide to Networking, Fourth Edition gives readers the ability and understanding necessary to create and administer a network. The book shows the reader how to physically connect computers and other devices to a network and access peripherals such as printers over the...


		

Fundamentals of Galaxy Dynamics, Formation and EvolutionUCL Press, 2020

	
		Galaxies, along with their underlying dark matter halos, constitute the building blocks of the universe. Of all the fundamental forces, gravity is the dominant one that drives the evolution of structures from small density seeds to the galaxies we see today. The interactions among myriads of stars, or dark matter particles, in a...


		

Asp Configuration HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2001
The Complete Guide to Migrating an ISP to an ASP ISPs are now faced with a narrowing margin brought on by fierce competition, with little available differentiation in their offerings. In order to reverse this decline in profitability, ISPs have begun to expand services beyond bandwidth and connectivity, by adding remote hosting services such as...




	

Crypto Anarchy, Cyberstates, and Pirate UtopiasMIT Press, 2001
In Crypto Anarchy, Cyberstates, and Pirate Utopias, Peter Ludlow extends the approach he used so successfully in High Noon on the Electronic Frontier, offering a collection of writings that reflects the eclectic nature of the online world, as well as its tremendous energy and creativity. This time the subject is the emergence...


		

Classical Geometries in Modern Contexts: Geometry of Real Inner Product Spaces Third EditionBirkhauser, 2012

	The focus of this book and its geometric notions is on real vector spaces X that are finite or infinite inner product spaces of arbitrary dimension greater than or equal to 2. It characterizes both euclidean and hyperbolic geometry with respect to natural properties of (general) translations and general distances of X. Also for these spaces...


		

IBM Websphere Portal 8: Web Experience Factory and the CloudPackt Publishing, 2012


	When I joined IBM in early 2001, WebSphere Portal was little more than an idea. But

	some believed this was going to be the future of web technology. When WebSphere

	Portal v1 was released later in that same year, spending the time required to cobble

	together the components needed to make it run, was an exercise in patience and...
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